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In this paper, we study a class of codes, the so-called coset group codes, and 
prove several interesting properties about coset group codes. The indecomposable 
cyclic codes of length p” over the alphabet GF(pn) can be viewed as coset group 
codes. From this characterization we firstly obtain the weight distribution of all 
indecomposable G&2”) C,“*-codes, and secondly the weight distribution of the 
radical powers of GF(2”)G if G contains a normal cyclic 2-Sylow subgroup. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout the article, let F denote a field of characteristic p > 0. All 
groups under consideration are assumed to be finite. The central role in 
our study of indecomposable cyclic codes is played by the notion of group 
algebra [3]. 
Let G be a finite group. The group algebra FG is the free F-module over 
G, where G is regarded as an F-basis for FG. More explicitly, FG consists 
of all linear combinations 
c kg, 
gsG 
where k, is in F for all g E G. Addition and multiplication with scalars k E F 
are defined as usual: 
c k,g+ 1 lgg= c (kg+&k, 
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Moreover, multiplication in G induces multiplication in FG as 
Hence FG is an associative F-algebra with identity 1 = l,l,, where 1, and 
1, are the identity elements of G and F, respectively. 
Each cyclic code of length n over the field F may be viewed as an ideal 
of the group algebra FG over the cyclic group G of order n. This observa- 
tion motivates 
DEFINITION 1. Let G be a finite group of order n. Each right ideal M of 
the group algebra FG is called a G-code of length n over F. The right ideal 
M is also simply referred to as an FG-code. If G is a cyclic group, each 
right ideal M of FG is called a cyclic code. An FG-code M is called 
indecomposable if M is an indecomposable right FG-module. 
For each element a = Cgt o ag g of the group algebra FG, let supp(a) := 
(g E G ] ag # 0} denote the support of a. The number jsupp(a)l is also 
called the weight of a. The minimal distance of an FG-code M (w.r.t. the 
F-basis G) is given by 
dist(n/i) := min{ Isupp(a)l 1 a E M\(O)}. 
Let N be a non-negative integer. An FG-code M is called an N-fold even 
code if for a11 aeM, 2N divides the weight jsupp(a)l of a. 
As usual, a cyclic code M is called semi-simple if p is not a divisor of the 
wordlength of M. The class of semi-simple cyclic codes has been 
exhaustively studied by many authors. See [4] for a list of references. In 
this paper, we study indecomposable non-semi-simple cyclic codes. 
In the following result due to Berman [l] the minimal distance of all 
indecomposable FG-codes is determined where G is a finite cyclic p-group. 
We note that, if G = (g> is a cyclic p-group, then 
FG 3 Rad FG 3 (Rad FG)2 3 . . 1 (Rad FG)“’ - ’ 
3 (Rad FG)“’ = (0) 
is the unique composition series of FG. Furthermore, 
{(Rad FG)‘/ i=O, . . . . /GI - 1) 
is a complete set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of 
indecompsable FG-modules. Moreover, for each iE (1, . . . . IGJ - l}, 
(Rad FG)’ = (I - g)j FG. 
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Notation. Throughout the paper we denote the cyclic group of order n 
bY G. 
RESULT 1 (See Berman [ 11). Let Cpm = ( g). Suppose the p-adic 
representation of a E { 1, . . . . pm - 1 } is 
a=a,p”-‘+ .+. +cf,, 0 < a,, . ..) Lx, < p. 
1. If cur= ... =a,=~- 1, then dist((RadFGPm)“)=pm. 
2. Otherwise there is a least index r, 1 < r <m, satisfying ~1, # p - 1. 
Then 
W(Rad FCyY) = 
prpyar + 1) if clr+i= ... =a,=0 
pl-l(a 
r 
+ 2) otherwise. 
We shall frequently use the following trivial result. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let C,, = (g). Then for all a E { 0, . . . . pm - 1): 
fori=O,...,p”-a-1 . 
I 
ProojI The set 
B := { (1 - g)“, (1 - g)” g, . . . . (1 - g)” gpm-u- “} 
forms a linearly independent subset of (1 - g)” FCpm. Since the dimension 
of (1 - g)” r;C,, is p” - a, B is an F-basis, and the result follows. 1 
2. THE ORTHOGONAL CODES OF 
INDECOMPOSABLE CYCLIC CODES OVERP-GROUPS 
For a given FG-code M considered as a k-dimensional subspace of F”, 
the orthogonal code M’ is the (n - k)-dimensional subspace of F” which is 
orthogonal to every vector in the given code M under the usual inner 
product ( , ), i.e., 
At first, we determine the orthogonal code of ideals in uniserial group 
algebras. Then we can easily deduce the orthogonal code of an indecom- 
posable cyclic FC,,-code. 
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A module A4 is called uniserial if A4 has a unique composition series. A 
ring R is called uniserial if R is uniserial as a right R-module (see [S, 63). 
THEOREM 1. Let F be a field of characteristic p > 0, and let G a finite 
group. Suppose the group algebra FG is uniserial with composition series 
FG=M,>M,> ... >M,=O. 
Then the orthogonal code of the indecomposable FG-code Mi is given by 
MI =Mnei (i = 0, . . . . n). 
Proof Since FG is uniserial, U := h4,- 1 is (up to isomorphism) the 
unique simple FG-module. Hence, the composition factor M,/M,+ 1 
is isomorphic to U for all i = 0, . . . . n - 1. Let dim, U= 1. Then for 
i = 0, . . . . n - 1, 
dim, Mi = (n - i)l. 
The orthogonal code of M, is an F-vector space with dimension 
dim,Mf=dim.FG-dim,M,=il. 
Now we show that the orthogonal code MI of M, is an FG-module. As 
usual we choose G = (gr , . . . . gnl> as an F-basis for FG. Then there is a 
unique bilinear form ( , > on FG such that 
if h=h’ 
otherwise 
for all h, h’ E G. This form is G-invariant in the sense that 
(ag, bg) = <a, b) forall gEGanda,bEFG. 
Let m E Mi and ge G. Then mg-’ E Mi, and we have for every v E MI: 
0= (mg-‘, v> = (m, vg), 
using the fact that ( , ) is G-invariant. This shows that ug E Mt. Hence 
MI is indeed an FG-submodule with dimension il. Since FG is uniserial, 
and M,- i is the only FG-code with dimension iZ, it follows that 
M’=Miei. u 
From this theorem we immediately obtain the orthogonal codes of the 
indecomposable cyclic codes over p-groups. 
COROLLARY 1. Let C,, = (g). The orthogonal code of the indecom- 
posable FC,,-code 
Mj=(l-g)‘FCpm 
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is given by 
The proof follows from the fact that the group algebra FCPm is uniserial 
(see Section 1). 
3. COSET GROUP CODES 
In this section we investigate a certain class of group codes, the so-called 
coset group codes. We prove that coset group codes can be characterized as 
induced modules and state several basic properties of this class of codes. 
We use the (interior) trace map to characterize subcodes of coset group 
codes. Furthermore, we show that the indecomposable cyclic codes over 
p-groups belong to the class of coset group codes (see Theorem 3). This 
result will be very useful in determining the weight distribution of all 
indecomposable GF(2”) C,,-codes. 
DEFINITION 2. Let G be a finite group, and H a subgroup of G. An 
FG-code M is called an H-coset group code if there exists a complete set p 
of right coset representatives for H in G and an FH-code N such that 
M= c n,g / n,ENforallgEp . 
{ gef I 
In this case M is also referred to as an (H, N)-coset code or simply an 
H-coset code. 
Remark 1. 1. Each (H, N)-coset FG-code M is independent of the 
complete set of right coset representatives for H in G. Indeed, let p = 
tg 1 > . . . . g,} and p’ be complete sets of right coset representatives for H in 
G. Then there are h r, . . . . h,E H such that p’= (h, g,, . . . . h,g,). Thus if 
ni E N for i = 1, . . . . s, we have 
igl ni(h, gi) = i (njhj) gi E M. 
i=l 
Since the map FHs a H ah, E FH is an FH-isomorphism, the result is 
established. 
2. Let U d H d G. Suppose M is an (H, N)-coset FG-code and N is 
a (U, L)-coset FH-code. Then M is also a (U, L)-coset FG-code. 
In the following, we fix a complete set p of right coset representatives for 
H in G. We next introduce the (interior) trace map (see [S, 61) which leads 
to a characterization of certain submodules of coset group codes. 
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Remark 2. Let H be a subgroup of a finite group G, and let M be a 
right FG-module. Then 
is called the H-fix module of M. The map 
T G,H :M,3nZ C ngEMG 
is called the (interior) trace map of M belonging to (G, H). We put 
M G,H := TG,H(MH). 
It should be noted that the interior trace map is independent of the 
chosen complete set of right coset representatives for H in G. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let M be an FG-code and H< G: 
l. MG,H is an (H, M,)-coset code. 
2. If M is an (H, N)-coset code and g E G, then M is an (Hg, Ng)-coset 
code, where Hg= g-lHg. Ng is known as the g-conjugate module of N (see 
[3] for details). 
Proof. M,, H is, by definition, an (H, M,)-coset code, and Ng is a right 
F(Hg)-module. Let p = {g,, . . . . g,} be a complete set of right coset repre- 
sentatives for H in G. Then p’ = { gP’g, g, . . . . g-‘g, g} is a complete set 
of right coset representatives for Hg in G. Then we obtain for each 
m=C;=l nzig,EM: 
ii1 (n,,g) g-‘&g= i (n,gJg=mgEM. 
i= 1 
Again, the map FGsa +-+ag~ FG is an FG-isomorphism. Hence M is an 
(Hg, Ng)-coset code. m 
LEMMA 1. Let H be a normal subgroup of G, and let M be an (H, N)- 
coset FG-code: 
1. M, is an FG-code. 
2. M, is an (H, N,)-coset FG-code. 
3. MG,H is an FG-code with 
M G.H=NH~G,H(~). 
ProoJ Let p = (gl, . . . . g,} be a complete set of right coset repre- 
sentatives for H in G: 
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1. Obviously, M, is a right ideal of FG. 
2. Let m E M, and gE G. We claim that MH is a right ideal con- 
tained in M. Indeed, for each h E H, there is an h, E H such that gh = h, g. 
Hence mgh =mh,g= mg. Thus rngg M,. Let m =CgEp n,g~M~ with 
ylg E N for all g E p. Then for every h E H, 
c n,g=m=mh= c n,gh= c nghgg, 
geP gEP gEP 
since for every g E p, gh = h, g for some h, E H. Now FG is an FH-module 
with F-basis p. Hence ng = n,h, E N, for all g E p, and we have proved that 
M, is an (H, N,)-coset FG-code. 
3. For each ge G, p’= {gr g, . . . . g,g} is a complete set of right coset 
representatives for H in G. Then for all m E M,, 
%&4g= i Wig= c mg’=T&m). 
i=l dEP’ 
Thus M,,, is a right ideal of FG. Since M, is a (H, N,)-coset FG-code, 
each element of M, has the form m = C, E p ng g where ng E NH for all g E p: 




= c 1 n,,h,g whereh,EH for gEp, 
dEP geP 
= C C n,,g 
dEP &?SP 
Conversely, let n EN,. Then, by 2, m := n 1, EM,, and 
nTc,Al)=n c g= c ng=TG,Hb)EMG,H. I 
&TEP &?EP 
We summarize some basic facts about coset group codes. The first asser- 
tion directly follows from the definition of coset group codes and the fact 
that FG is a free FH-module with p as a basis. 
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LEMMA 2. Zf M is a (H, N)-coset FG-code, then 
M= @ Ng. 
geP 
Lemma 2 gives rise to a characterization of coset group codes as induced 
modules. 
LEMMA 3. Let M be a (H, N)-coset FG-code. Then (as right FG- 
modules) 
NG :=NOFHFG=M. 
Proof: The map ~:NG3CgEpngQgHCgtpnggEM is an FG-epi- 
morphism. Furthermore, since FG is a free left FH-module with p as a 
basis, each element m of FG can be written uniquely as a sum of the form 
with ng E FH. Hence, from Cgep n g = 0 in M it follows ng = 0 for all g E p. g 
Thus 4 is an FG-isomorphism. 1 
On the other hand, for each subgroup H of G, the induced FG-module 
NG of an FH-code N is isomorphic to a (H, N)-coset code. Hence all coset 
group codes can be described by the concept of induction. The following 
important property of coset group codes immediately follows from 
Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 4. Let M be an (H, N)-coset FG-code. Then 
dist(M) = dist(N). 
We will strengthen this lemma by proving that the set of weights and 
even the weight distribution of an (H, N)-coset code M is fully determined 
by the set of weights and the weight distribution of N. 
LEMMA 5. Let M be an (H, N)-coset FG-code. We set s := [G : H]. 
Suppose W, is the set of weights of the FH-code N. Then the set W, of 
weights of the FG-code M is 
Proof. Let p be a complete set of right coset representatives for H in G. 
Since each element a E M has the form a = Cgap ag g with ag E N for all 
g E p, the result is established. [ 
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Lemma 5 can be used to determine the weight distribution of an 
(H, N)-coset FG-code A4 if the weight distribution of N is known. 
LEMMA 6. Under the prerequisities of Lemma 5, let A, denote the 
number of elements of N with weight w  E W,. Then for every k E W,, the 
number of elements of A4 with weight k is given by 
where the sum extends over all elements (wl, . . . . w,) of the set 
We shall now provide some examples of coset group codes. We first 
apply a theorem of Green, Stonehewer, and Villamayor [6] to show that 
the powers of the Jacobson radical of group algebras over groups with 
normal p-Sylow group are coset group codes. 
THEOREM 2. Let P be a normat subgroup of a finite group G with 
p j [G : P]. Then for all natural numbers n, (Rad FG)” is a (P, (Rad FP)“)- 
coset FG-code. 
Proof Since P is a normal subgroup of G, 
Rad FP . FG = FG . Rad FP. 
Hence by induction 
(Rad FP . FG)” = (Rad FP)” . FG 
for all natural numbers n. Since p does not divide [G : P], the theorem of 
Green, Stonehewer, and Villamayor yields 
Rad FP FG = Rad FG. 
Thus we obtain 
(Rad FP)” . FG = (Rad FG)“. 
Let p be a complete set of right coset representatives for P in G. Then FG 
is a free left FP-module with basis p, Let a E (Rad FG)“. Then there are 
elements b E (Rad FP)” and c E FG such that a = bc. Since each element c of 
FG can be uniquely written in the form c = CgE p cg g with cg E FP for all 
g E p, it follows that 
a= 1 tbc,)g. 
gee 
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Since (Rad FP)” is an ideal of FP, bc, E (Rad FP)” for all g E p. Hence 
(Rad FG)” is a (P, (Rad FP)“)-coset FG-code. 1 
We now show that all indecomposable I;C,,-codes are coset groups 
codes. 
THEOREM 3. Let Cpm = (g >, and let Pi = ( gp’ > be any subgroup of C,, 
(i = 0, . . . . m). Then for each 1~ (0, 1, . . . . pm-‘- l}, the FCfl-code 
M=(l-g)P”FCpm 
is a Pi-coset group code. 
Proof: Let us consider the FPi-code 
N := (1 - gp’)’ FP,. 
Then for the induced FCp-code of N we have 
since FCpm is an FP,-module with a complete set of coset representatives 
for Pi in C,, as a basis. Hence, A4 is a (Pi, N)-coset code. 1 
We now present another result on coset group codes. For this we require 
the concept of relative projectivity (see [3, 5, 61). 
Let M be a right FG-module and H a subgroup of G. M is called relative 
H-projective if there is a right FH-module N such that M is (up to 
isomorphism) a direct summand of the induced right FG-module NG. If A4 
is indecomposable, then N may be chosen to be indecomposable too. 
For each indecomposable right FG-module A4 there exists a p-subgroup 
D of G such that for each subgroup H of G, the following holds: M is 
relatively H-projective if and only if D is up to G-conjugacy a subgroup of 
H (then we write D <G H). In this case D is called the vertex of M, and the 
indecomposable right FD-module N such that M is a direct summand of 
NG is called the source of M. 
EXAMPLE 1. In view of Theorem 3, the indecomposable FCpm-code 
where k = 0, . . . . pm, has vertex Pi = (g”‘) where pi / k and pi+ i 1 k, and as 
source the FP,-code 
(1 - gP’)‘FP;. 
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It was shown in [7] that the minimal distance of every indecomposable 
cyclic code M is divisible by the minimal distance of the source module of 
M. Now we introduce the Green correspondence into the study of coset 
group codes (see [S, 61). Therefore, let ,a,,,, denote the class of all 
indecomposable finite dimensional right FG-modules with vertex D and 
suppose that N,(D) < H < G, where N,(D) is the normalizer of D < G. 
Then there is a one-to-one correspondence (the Green correspondence) 
LEMMA 7. Let M be a (H, N)-coset FG-code: 
1. M is relatively H-projective. 
2. Let N be an indecomposable FH-module with vertex D and 
D-source L. 
(a) Then M is relatively D-projective and a direct summand of LG. 
(b) If M is indecomposable, then M has vertex D. 
Additionally, if N,(D) < H, then Y(M) = N. 
Proof: We recall that by Lemma 3, ME NG: 
1. NG is relatively H-projective, since N is an FH-module (see 
C5, 611. 
2. By hypothesis N is a direct summand of LH. Hence NG is a direct 
summand of LG E (LH)“. Thus M is relatively D-projective (see l), and (a) 
is proved. 
Suppose M is indecomposable and V is the vertex of M. Since M is 
relatively D-projective, VdG D. Let K be the V-source of M. Then M is a 
direct summand of KG, and by Mackey’s decomposition, 
where cr denotes a complete set of doubie (Y- H)-coset representatives for 
G. Now N is a direct summand of the relatively (g-‘Vg n H)-projective 
FH-module 
((KC3 g)lg-‘Vgn HIH 
for some g E rr. Consequently D GH g-l Vg n H, and thus D <G V’. Hence D 
is the vertex of M. 
In case N,(D) <H, the FH-module N is the unique direct summand of 
NG], with vertex D. Furthermore, NG is indecomposable and has vertex D. 
This establishes the relation 59(NG) = N. 1 
582a/60/1-7 
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4. THE WEIGHT DISTRIBUTION OF 
INDECOMPOSABLE CYCLIC CODES OVER ~-GROUPS 
In this section we describe a procedure for determining the weight dis- 
tribution of indecomposable cyclic codes over 2-groups. Our main tool is 
the MacWilliams identity. We recall the basic facts about the weight dis- 
tribution of linear codes (see [4] for details): Let C be a linear code of 
length y1 and dimension k over F= GF(q), and let C’ denote its orthogonal 
code. Thus C’ consists of all vectors having inner product zero with every 
codeword of C. If A, denotes the number of codewords of weight i in C, 
then the polynomial 
W,(<, q) := i Ai(iy*-i 
i=O 
is called the weight enumerator of C. The MacWilliams identity connects 
the weight enumerator of C and that of its orthogonal code Ci in the 
following way: 
We first determine the set of weights and the weight distribution of the self- 
orthogonal indecomposable cyclic codes over 2-groups. 
LEMMA 8. Let F be a field of characteristic 2. Then the weights of the 
self-orthogonal FC,,-code A4 = (Rad FC2m)2m-1 are 
(2k 1 k=O, . . . . 2’7. 
Proof by Induction. The statement is trivial for m = 1. Suppose the 
statement is proved for m - 1. Since A4 is a CZm-l -coset code, Lemma 5 
yields the desired result. 1 
Notation. In the following, we denote the number of codevectors of the 
indecomposable GF(2”) C2m-code (Rad GF(2”) CZm)’ with weight k by 
A,(2”, Z, 2”). We set A,(2m, 1,2”) = 0 if no element of the code has weight 
k. By applying Lemma 6, we immediately obtain the weight distribution of 
the self-orthogonal indecomposable GF(2”) C,,-code (Rad GF(2”) C2m)2m-1. 
THEOREM 4. The weight distribution of the self-orthogonal code 
(Rad GF(2”) C2m) 2mm’ is given by the recursion formula 
A,(2, 1,2”) = 1, A,(2, 1, 2”) = 2”- 1, 
&(2”, 2m-1, 27=x Ax(2m-1,2m-2, 2”) A,(2”-‘, 2+*, 27, 
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where the sum extends over all elements (x, y) of the set 
J(2”,k)= ((x, y) 1 x+ y=kandO<x, y62”-‘} 
for k E { 21 1 I = 0, . . . . 2’“- ’ >. 
Proof by Induction. Let CZm = (g). Since 
Rad GF(2”) C, = (1 -t g2”-‘) GF(23 
we obtain A,(2, 1, 2”) = 1 and A,(2, 1, 2”) = 2” - 1. By induction, let the 
weight distribution of (Rad GF(2n) CZm-1)2mm’ be given. Then the weight 
distribution of (Rad GF(2”) CZ,n)Zm-’ can be calculated from that of 
(Rad GF(2”) C2m-I)2m-’ = (1 - g2)2m-2 GF(2”) C2,,-,, 
using Eq. (1 ), since (Rad GF(2”) Czm) Y-’ is a C,+I-coset code. This yields 
the desired result. m 
We now show that every indecomposable FC2m-module uniquely deter- 
mines the weight distribution of some indecomposable FC,,+ L -module. 
THEOREM 5. For all a E { 1, . . . . 2” - 1 } and k E { 0, . . . . 2” + 1 }, 
Ak(2m+r, 2”+a, 2”)= 
4,*(2”, 4 2”) if k=Oorkeven, 
o 
otherwise. 
ProoJ Let CZm+ 1 = (g). By Proposition 1, every element of 






= (1 - g’“)( 1 - g)” rz;’ bigi). 
Hence b is the twofold repetition word of (1 - g)” (~~;a-1 big’). Since 
every element of (1 - g’)” FCzm has the form 
(1 -g’Y (2mT-1 ‘:i(g2)‘). 
i=O 
the result follows. 1 
Theorem 4 and Theorem 5 and the MacWilliams identity can be used to 
calculate the weight distribution of all indecomposable GF(2”) C,m-codes. 
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Several small examples are given in the Appendix. For this purpose we 
describe a procedure weight-distribution (in a C-like notation), which 
iteratively computes the weight distribution of all indecomposable 
GF(2”) CZm-codes. For convenience the field F := GF(2”) is assumed to be 
fixed: 
weight-distribution(A, m) 
int *A, m; 




l@code(A, 2’, j); 
for(j=1;j<2i-1-1;j++) 
mat-williams-identity(A, 2’, j); 
The variable A denotes a three-dimensional array such that 
A[k][2’] [j] :=A,(2’, j, IFI) is the number of elements of the code 
(Rad FC,)’ having weight k. Clearly the weight distribution of the 
self-orthogonal code (Rad FC2,)*‘-’ can be directly calculated from 
(Rad FCZ,+~)*‘-’ by Theorem 4. This is done by the procedure 
self-orthogonal. Moreover, Theorem 5 yields the weight distribution of the 
code (Rad FC2i)2’-‘+j from the weight distribution of (Rad FC,,-l)j for all 
j = 1, . . . . 2’-’ - 1. For this we employ the procedure Zij-code. 
Finally we remark that for every j= 1, . . . . 2’-’ - 1, the weight distribu- 
tion of the code (Rad FC,,)j can be calculated from that of the orthogonal 
code (Rad FC2i)2’-i using the MacWilliams identity. The procedure 
mat- williams- identity accomplishes this calculation. 
The reader may notice that the weight distribution of (Rad FC,i)j fully 
determines that of (Rad FC2,)j+*‘+‘+ “’ +2m-’ by Theorem 5. Hence the 
procedure weight-distribution makes no intermediate superfluous computa- 
tions. Thus it is sufficient to restrict the size of the array A to 2” .2”. In 
the next section we show that all indecomposable GF(2”) C,,,,-codes are 
N-fold even codes for some positive integer N. In this way the size of array 
A can be further decreased. 
By combining Lemma 6 with Theorem 2 and the procedure 
weight-distribution, the weight distribution of all radical powers of the form 
(Rad GF(2”)G)k can be iteratively calculated if G contains a normal cyclic 
2-Sylow subgroup. 
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THEOREM 6. Let Czm be a normal Sylow subgroup of a finite group G. 
Then for all natural numbers k, the weight distribution of (Rad GF(2”)G)k 
can be computed from that of (Rad GF(2”) C,,)k using Eq. (1). 
The method described in the procedure weight-distribution cannot be 
applied to calculate the weight distribution of the indecomposable cyclic 
codes Rad GF(p”) C,, in case p > 2, because for p > 2 there are no results 
similar to Theorem 4 and Theorem 5. 
5. ON N-FOLD EVEN CYCLIC CODES OVER ~-GROUPS 
We shall now prove that every indecomposable GF(2”) Czm-code is an 
N-fold even code for some positive integer N. We first determine the weight 
distribution of the radical Rad GF(2”) C,,. 
LEMMA 9. For all k E (0, . . . . 2”) we have 
((2”- l)k+2”- 1) if k E (0, 2, . . . . 2”) 
A,@“, 1, 2”) = 
((2”- lJk-22”+1) otherwise. 
Proof We need only remark that 
N := (Rad GF(2”) C2m)2m-1 = 
is the orthogonal code of A4 := Rad GF(2”) C,,. Thus the weight 
enumerator of N is 
W,(L q) = (2” - 1) 52m + q? 
Hence the result follows by applying the MacWilliams identity 
COROLLARY 2. The weight of every element of the code Rad GF(2”) C,, 
is even if and only if n = 1. 
Now we can prove the main result of this section. 
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THEOREM I. Let m be a positive integer, and let 
a=C112mp1+ ... +cI,, 0 d a,, . . . . a, < 2, 
be the binary representation of CI E { 1, . . . . 2” - 11: 
1. If a = 2” - 1, then (Rad GF(2”) C2,,,)“ is an m-fold even code. 
2. Otherwise let r be the least index, 1 <r <m, so that a,=O. 
(a) Let CI,+~ = ... = a, = 0. Then (Rad GF(2”) Czm)’ is an (r - 1 )- 
fold even code. 
(b) Let I be an index, r < 1 < m, with CI[ # 0. Then 
(Rad GF(2”) CZm)n is an (r - 1 )-fold even code. Moreover, if n = 1, then 
(Rad GF(2”) C2m)a is an r-fold even code. 
Proof. Let Czm = (g): 
1. The ideal (Rad GF(2”) C2m)2m-1 = (1 - g)2m-1 GF(2”) Csm is the 
socle of GF(2”) Czm, and thus 
(1- g)lrn-l 
Hence (1 - g)2m(1 - g)lmel GF(2”) Czm is the 2”-repetition code of 
GF(2”) C2m. 
2. By Proposition 1, every element b E (Rad GF(2”) C2m)a = 
(1 - g)” GF(2”) C2m, b # 0, may be written as 
for some bi E GF(2”). Put d := 2”-’ + .. . + 2mpr+1 and Z : = 
{2m-1, . . . . 2m-r+1}. Since 
(f-g)~=(1-g)d(1-g)l’+L2~-r-‘+~‘~+Im 
and 2”-a-1 = 2”-‘+(l-a,+,)2”~‘-‘+ ... +I-q,,,b may be 








for some ci E GF(2”). We remark that if a,, I = . . = CI, = 0, then ci = b, for 
all i. It can be easily proved by induction that 
(1 - g)d= 1 gLEJj, 
JZI 
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where gz”@’ := 1. If the sums c,,,j, J&l, are totally ordered, we obtain 
an ascending chain: 0 < 2” Prf ’ < . .. cd. The difference between every 
two adjacent elements in this chain is equal to 2m-r+1. Hence it follows 
from Eq. (2) that b is the 2’-‘-fold repetition word of the sum 
-p”=;+- 1 ci g’. Thus we obtain 
*m-r+,- 1 




Thus (Rad GF(2”) CSm)’ is a (r - 1 )-fold even code. In case ~1, + 1 = . . . = 
a, = 0, i.e., a = d, we have (1 - g)d E (Rad GF(2(2”) Czm)‘. Therefore 
(Rad GF(2”) C,,)d is an (r - 1)-fold even code. 
Otherwise, by hypothesis we have 
If n = 1, then by Corollary 2 and Eq. (3) the weight Isupp(b)l of b is a 
multiple of 2’. This shows that (Rad GF(2”) C2m)CI is an r-fold even code. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. pi 
Indeed, in case 7.2(b) the modules (Rad GF(2”) C2m)a are generally 
(r - 1 )-fold even codes if it > 1. This can be seen from the code 
(Rad GF(4) C,)’ in the Appendix. 
APPENDIX 
Tables I-IV illustrate the weight distribution of several small indecom- 
posable codes. 
TABLE I 
Weight Distribution of the Indecomposable 
GF(2) Cd-Codes 
Code: (Rad GF(2) CJ” Exponent a 
Weight 1 2 3 
0 1 1 1 
1 
2 6 2 
3 
4 1 1 1 
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TABLE II 
Weight Distribution of the Indecomposable GF(2) Cs-Codes 




2 28 12 4 4 
3 
4 70 38 22 6 6 2 
5 
6 28 12 4 4 
I 
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
TABLE III 
Weight Distribution of the Indecomposable 
GF(4) C4 -Codes 
Code: (Rad GF(4) C,)” Exponent a 
Weight 1 2 3 
0 1 1 1 
1 
2 18 6 
3 24 
4 21 9 3 
TABLE IV 
Weight Distribution of the Indecomposable GF(4) Cs-Codes 
Code: (Rad GF(4) C,)’ Exponent a 
Weight 1 2 3 4 5 6 I 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 84 36 12 12 
3 336 48 
4 1470 366 102 54 18 6 
5 3360 864 192 
6 5124 1332 396 108 24 
7 4368 1008 192 
8 1641 441 129 81 21 9 3 
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